CORESTACK -

CLOUD GOVERNANCE
PLATFORM
AT A GLANCE
Deliver Infrastructure
and applications services to
users anytime, anywhere.

. Platform agnostic
. Users-first APPROACH
. Powerful API and Intuitive
white-label options

. Single-pane-of-glass for users
(for consumption), admin (for
management)

A comprehensive platform that ensures
effective consumption, Operation and
Optimization of Cloud Services through
its unique Cloud as Code approach. The
platform delivers predictable outcomes
supporting business agility, enforces
compliance to budgets and policies
The platform provides two portals:
Self Service Portal for Infrastructure
and Application service delivery
Admin Portal for Multi-cloud operations
and governance

CoreStack takes care of the heavy lifting and provides a fully automated provisioning,
deployment, resource optimisation & utilisation, license & subscription
management of requested services.
www.cloudenablers.com

Self-service portal provides an easy way to consume infrastructure (from physical,
virtual or cloud) and application services by developers and business users. An e-commerce experience coupled with approval workflow reduces the burden on IT operations and increases the productivity of users by allowing them to choose what services they need, from where they need and
when they need. IT operations can now focus on availability and innovation by gaining more control
over the infrastructure and its utilization.

Admin Portal provides operations team a platform to define, create, build and
execute templates and scripts to perform operational tasks automatically
Additionally the platform also provides modules specific to defining access control,
policies, onboarding infrastructure and enterprise tools

www.cloudenablers.com

BRIDGING GAP
BETWEEN OPERATIONS
& END USER
IT OPERATIONS:

Enabling Innovation with Control

. 40% resource savings by reducing direct cost of supporting
individual developers and
increased server to admin ratio

. Control cost, maximize use of
infrastructure with complete
visibility

END USER:

Deliver applications faster

. 10X faster application
development

. Access to pre-built application

catalog that fits right infrastructure sizing

WHY

CORESTACK CLOUD
GOVERNANCE PLATFORM
User focused

Your choice of platform, Software and Service all at ONE PLACE
Apps / Service delivered to your device or to cloud
A view of your infrastructure, application and services in a single
dashboard
Upfront visibility into estimated cost of each request

Reduced Opex

Embedded orchestration and automation capabilities help provisioning and deployment of infrastructure, app and services with zero
touch from Admin/Operations team. This eliminates the manual
work that operations team carries out for lifecycle management
Efficient utilisation of IT resources through auto expiry of resources
based on predefined policies

Capital Savings

Open architecture of CoreStack Multi-Cloud Governance Platform
enables ease of integration with existing platforms, applications and
tools thus protecting investments already made
Auto expiry of orphaned infrastructure, proactive software license
optimisation enables efficient utilisation of existing resources before
procuring for new demand

Control

Workflow based approval provides greater control over number of
requests that each user makes and its purpose
Configurable policy management for controlling costs and quota
Infrastructure quota information provided before approving infrastructure provisioning request
Complete visibility on who owns what from an infrastructure, apps
and services perspective
Cost of each request provided to approver
Department wise chargeback reports generated for internal cost
Access to application controlled with AD/LDAP and SSO with enterprise authentication and authorisation standards.
www.cloudenablers.com

BENEFITS
Simple to Use

Simply Search, Select, and Launch. Based on the approval workflow the request gets
fulfilled automatically. The requested resources / services once ready sends out a notification and it can be easily accessed from user dashboard that provides the relevant
details such as VM details, login credentials etc. Request resources only for the required
time and free up for others to consume it.

Integrate with
your access
controls

CoreStack Multi-Cloud Governance Platform provides choice of access either standalone or you can integrate with Active directory (AD) / LDAP / SAML environment so
that users can use their existing credentials to obtain seamless access to required
resources.

Wide range of
pre-bundled
applications

Build and manage your application catalog of third party applications that you
already own the license for, internally-developed custom applications. Catalog
definition is mapped to the infrastructure sizing internally to ensure basic minimum sizing of application is taken care so that user does not have to worry about
what sizing fits what application.

Visibility and
control

Track real-time usage of infrastructure resources, applications and manage license
usage by applications, versions, users, or groups. Retire infrastructure resources, application automatically based on termination policy. Configurable approval workflow
provides flexibility to include management only when needed.

TOP 5 REASONS
TO ACT NOW
Cost reductions
Business agility and Time to market
Increased productivity of user
Free up IT budget for Innovation
Automation of business / IT processes
How do I learn more about CoreStack?
Learn more about CoreStack by visiting our website
www.cloudenablers.com
www.cloudenablers.com

